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ABSTRACT
Suppliers and transport service providers are key parties in the construction supply chain, and their
respective roles when employing a construction logistics setup based on third-party logistics are inves-
tigated. The use of construction logistics setups is an ongoing trend for large and complex construc-
tion projects and previous research has mainly focussed on the downstream actors. The purpose is to
explore how suppliers and transport service providers in the construction supply chain are affected by
the use of dedicated and project-specific construction logistics setups outsourced to third-party logis-
tics providers in construction projects. The upstream actors’ attitudes towards and experienced effects
from construction logistics setups operated by a third-party logistics provider, as well as their level of
supply chain management maturity are studied in an explorative case study of a large construction
project. Results show positive attitudes and that suppliers and transport service providers actively
address supply chain management issues, whereas actual effects of the construction logistics setup on
upstream actors, in this case, are inconclusive. Yet, the analysis indicates that a third-party logistics
provider can assume the role of a systems integrator in the construction supply chain, balancing, and
possibly, integrating the supply chain with the construction site.
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Introduction

The construction industry is typically an engineer-to-order
(ETO) industry where most of the products are physically big
and immobile, and consequently have to be produced on
their future site of use (Gosling et al. 2015; Gosling and Naim
2009). Therefore the construction process is carried out in
temporary organisations (Bakker 2010), establishing tempor-
ary supply chains (Behera, Mohanty, and Prakash 2015;
Dubois and Gadde 2002; Vrijhoef and Koskela 2000). As
much as 60–80% of the gross work done in construction
projects involves the buying-in of materials and services
from suppliers and subcontractors (Dainty, Briscoe, and
Millett 2001; Scholman 1997), leading to that these supply
chain actors heavily impact the performance of construction
projects (Dubois and Gadde 2002; Miller, Packham, and
Thomas 2002). Hence, the construction supply chain is
regarded as complex with interactions between multiple
actors during the construction process (Bankvall et al. 2010;
Winch 2001).

In order to support more efficient production as well as
reducing the environmental impact of construction and at
the same time improving health and safety, both on and
around construction sites, the construction industry actors
have been implementing supply chain management (SCM)

principles. Yet, research has identified a lack of in-house
knowledge of SCM and logistics amongst clients and con-
tractors (Thunberg 2013; Cox 2008). To mitigate this lack of
knowledge, contractors and clients have more frequently
started to turn to third-party logistics (TPL) providers to set
up specialised and project-specific construction logistics
arrangements that take over all or parts of the logistics man-
agement in construction projects in a structured way. This is
an ongoing trend and is typically done for large construction
projects (Ekesk€ar and Rudberg 2016; Sundquist, Gadde, and
Hulth�en 2018) and for urban development districts (Hedborg
Bengtsson 2019; Jann�e and Fredriksson 2019; Ekesk€ar,
Havenvid, and Karrbom Gustavsson 2019). As such, a con-
struction logistics setup can be defined as the way that the
logistics system, including elements, components, informa-
tion systems, etc., are designed and arranged to handle
logistics in a construction project. The construction logistics
setups offered by the TPL providers are typically dedicated
to managing materials and logistics on construction sites, a
task traditionally performed by the contractors, but also to
sequence deliveries to site and to offer logistics services like
resources for unloading, traffic control, etc. This is a new and
innovative phenomenon in the construction industry for
both clients and contractors, but also for TPL providers not
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traditionally being very active in the construction industry
and therefore unfamiliar with the conditions of the construc-
tion site and supply chains (Langley 2015; Ekesk€ar and
Rudberg 2016; Hedborg Bengtsson 2019).

When outsourcing the logistics on a construction site to a
TPL provider, the structure of the traditional construction sup-
ply chain changes, affecting not only the contractors working
at the construction site but also upstream actors such as sup-
pliers, wholesalers and transport service providers serving the
construction industry. Hence, they all face new challenges
with dedicated and specialised construction logistics setups in
construction projects and on the basis of this Ekesk€ar and
Rudberg (2016, 175) conclude that ‘there is a need to explore
how this new phenomenon impacts construction projects in
general and the performance of the construction supply chain
in particular’. Previous studies of dedicated and specialised
construction logistics setups in the construction industry have
mainly focussed on the downstream actors on the construc-
tion site. Hence, there is a need for studying the perspectives
of upstream actors when these types of construction logistics
setups are used in construction projects. A perspective
requested by scholars in previous studies (cf. Ekesk€ar and
Rudberg 2016; Jann�e and Fredriksson 2019).

The purpose of this paper is therefore to explore how
suppliers and transport service providers in the construction
supply chain are affected by the use of dedicated and pro-
ject-specific construction logistics setups outsourced to TPL
providers in construction projects. Since TPL is a relatively
new phenomenon in construction (Langley 2015), the study
is of explorative nature. Furthermore, since TPL in this con-
text is regarded to be a part of SCM, the analysis will be
based on an SCM perspective.

In line with the purpose, three research questions (RQs)
have been defined to guide the study. The first question
relates to the study by Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016) who
identified that contractors perceived suppliers and transport
service providers to be negative towards a construction
logistics setup outsourced to TPL providers, and thereby hin-
dering the evolution of SCM practices in construction. The
second question investigates any effects the suppliers and
transport service providers experienced due to the use of a
mandatory construction logistics setup. The third question is
grounded in both RQ1 and RQ2 and relates to the definition
of SCM provided by Mentzer et al. (2001), arguing that all
entities must have a supply chain orientation (SCO) to reach
the full potential of SCM.

RQ1 What are suppliers’ and transport service providers’ attitudes
towards the use of dedicated and project specific construction
logistics setups?

RQ2 What effects do suppliers and transport service providers
experience when a dedicated construction logistics setup
is employed?

RQ3 How does the level of supply chain orientation (SCO) affect
the attitudes and experienced effects of suppliers and transport
service providers, as part of a dedicated and specialised
construction logistics setup?

After this introduction, the literature review describes the
theoretical framework of SCM and TPL, and how they have

been applied in the construction industry. Then the research
design is described together with a description of the
studied case. The case study is a large hospital construction
project with an implemented project-specific construction
logistics setup operated by a TPL provider, and the analysis
is focussing on identifying experienced effects on suppliers
and transport service providers that are a result from the TPL
implementation. The empirical results are analysed from a
SCM perspective and discussed. Finally, conclusions are
presented together with suggestions for future research.

Literature review

Supply chain management (SCM)

Mentzer et al. (2001, 4) define a supply chain as ‘a set of
three or more entities (organisations or individuals) directly
involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products,
services, finances, and/or information from a source to a cus-
tomer’. Mentzer et al. (2001) further argue that to realise
SCM all participating actors must have a supply chain orien-
tation (SCO), see Figure 1, which includes to address a set of
eight antecedents in a systemic and strategic way: trust, com-
mitment, interdependency, organisational compatibility, agreed
SCM visions and key processes, support from the top manage-
ment, and acceptance of a leading role. The members of a
supply chain are the entities that directly or indirectly inter-
act with each other through its suppliers or customers
(Lambert and Cooper 2000), and according to Mentzer et al.
(2001) all of them must have a SCO in order for SCM to be
fully realised across the supply chain.

Although the eight antecedents are different and have to
be addressed individually, they are connected to each other
and all of them are important. In order for a company to
engage in a long-term cooperation such as SCM, trust and
commitment are essential attributes (Mentzer et al. 2001).
The company must be committed to share risk and rewards
with the other companies in the supply chain. However, if
trust among the actors in the supply chain is not established
it is hard for a company to fully commit to the necessary
obligations. Trust can be interpreted as the willingness to
rely on the other actors and is essential in order to share
risks and rewards. This means that the companies in the sup-
ply chain are depending on each other (interdependence)
and therefore need to maintain a relationship with the other
companies in the supply chain. Furthermore, a company’s
organisational culture must be compatible with other com-
panies in order for SCM to be successful. This includes
shared visions of what the realisation of SCM should lead to
and key processes that supports the efforts towards adopting
SCM (Mentzer et al. 2001). Examples of key processes are
customer relationship management, customer service
management, demand management, order fulfilment, manu-
facturing flow management, procurement, product develop-
ment and commercialisation, and returns (Lambert and
Cooper 2000). Furthermore, the supply chain is in need of a
leader to coordinate and manage the supply chain. A specific
company may act as a leader because of their size, economic
power or the initiating of relationships between companies.
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However, it is important that the leadership is constructive;
otherwise other companies might end the cooperation.
Finally, every company striving for SCM must have support
from the top management. Top level managers have a large
impact on the organisational performance and the lack of
top management support can be a barrier to SCM (Mentzer
et al. 2001).

When all the companies in the supply chain have an SCO,
SCM (including information sharing, shared risks and rewards,
cooperation, integration of key processes, long-term relation-
ships and inter-functional coordination) may lead to positive
effects in terms of lower costs, improved customer value and
competitive advantage (Mentzer et al. 2001). By pulling
together the different definitions of SCM Mentzer et al. (2001,
18) provides a uniform definition of SCM: ‘the systemic, stra-
tegic coordination of the traditional business functions and
the tactics across these business functions within a particular
company and across businesses within the supply chain, for
the purposes of improving the long-term performance of the
individual companies and the supply chain as a whole’.

Third-party logistics

TPL has gained a lot of academic interest the past decade
(Akbari 2018; Selviaridis and Spring 2007), as well as in prac-
tice with several companies from different industry sectors
using TPL providers for managing all, or parts of, their logis-
tic operations (Marasco 2008). TPL could be seen as logistics
alliances or logistics partnerships (Skjoett-Larsen 2000), and
therefore the concept of SCO also applies to TPL. Marasco
(2008, 128) defines TPL as ‘an external organisation that per-
forms all or part of a company’s logistics function’. By out-
sourcing logistics to a third-party, companies free up
resources and are able to focus on their core business (K€onig
and Spinler 2016). TPL setups are based on contractual rela-
tions and are often offered as a bundle of logistics services,

typically including transport, warehousing and inventory
management (e.g. materials handling, repackaging) (van
Laarhoven, Berglund, and Peters 2000; Hertz and Alfredsson
2003). However, different value-adding activities (e.g. second-
ary assembly, installation of products), information related
activities (e.g. tracking and tracing, distribution planning),
and design of the supply chain have become more import-
ant as a service offered by TPL providers (van Laarhoven,
Berglund, and Peters 2000; Hertz and Alfredsson 2003; van
Hoek 2000a, 2000b). Since companies increasingly want to
focus on core competences, outsourcing of activities, also
including value-adding services, to TPL providers have
become more important (K€onig and Spinler 2016; Marasco
2008). Also so-called fourth-party logistics has emerged,
which are arrangements closer to SCM than logistics man-
agement, focussing on the managerial, planning and stra-
tegic aspects of logistics (Selviaridis and Spring 2007).

Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016) did a meta-type literature
review on driving forces for and concerns with implementing
TPL. Among the driving forces a TPL could be said to help
with focussing on core competencies, enhance flexibility,
lower costs and reducing capital tied up in assets, inventory
levels and order cycle times, as well as providing better lead
time performance and delivery service. Among the concerns
that speak against a TPL setup was: loss of control and in-
house capability, fear of an unrealistic fee structure, a lack of
knowledge on own internal costs for logistics, and fear of
inadequate competence of the TPL provider. In urban areas
reduced traffic and environmental sustainability goals have
also been raised as examples of driving forces for TPL
(Hedborg Bengtsson 2019; Jann�e and Fredriksson 2019).

SCM in the construction industry

SCM has been advocated and studied for decades in the con-
struction industry (Aloini et al. 2012), but has yet failed to be
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Figure 1. SCM antecedents and consequences based on Mentzer et al. (2001).
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adopted at a great extent compared to other industry sectors
(Fernie and Tennant 2013; Bankvall et al. 2010; Segerstedt and
Olofsson 2010). In order for SCM to be properly adopted in con-
struction, SCM solutions from manufacturing industries cannot
be directly transferred to the construction industry without con-
sidering the construction industry context (Tennant and Fernie
2014). Many of the SCM initiatives in construction have been
linked to strategic alliances (Meng, Sun, and Jones 2011) and
partnering agreements (Bygballe, Jahre, and Sw€ard 2010;
Eriksson, Dickinson, and Khalfan 2007). However, focus has been
towards dyadic partnering agreements between clients and con-
tractors, failing to involve other supply chain actors (Bemelmans
et al. 2012; Meng 2013; Bygballe, Jahre, and Sw€ard 2010).
Furthermore, the construction industry is loosely coupled with
small interactions between projects and permanent organisa-
tions. Actors seldom interact after a project is finished and con-
struction projects can be considered as temporary networks of
actors that dissolve when the construction project ends (Dubois
and Gadde 2002, 2000). Partnering agreements aims to mitigate
this and to increase cooperation between actors, however, the
cooperation is mostly short-termed project partnering rather
than strategically focussed partnering over several projects
(Bygballe, Jahre, and Sw€ard 2010). The client’s procurement pro-
cess heavily influences how the relationships are setup. By involv-
ing subcontractors early on and adopt long-term perspectives,
subcontractors could better contribute and establish an innov-
ation-friendly climate (Eriksson, Dickinson, and Khalfan 2007).

Even though the construction industry is organised as
loosely coupled systems with small interactions between
projects and permanent organisations (Dubois and Gadde
2000, 2002), projects are never disconnected from their par-
ent organisations (Engwall 2003). Bemelmans et al. (2012)
studied this through the lens of buyer-supplier relationships
in the Dutch construction industry, addressing different lev-
els within construction companies: project, regional, business,
and corporate levels. Their findings indicate that most com-
panies have only reached the project level, indicating a low
level of maturity. The study confirms results from previous
studies that there is a lack in procurement processes, formal
systems to evaluate and measure suppliers, and proactive
mindsets towards suppliers. However, there are also positive
tendencies such as active processes to reduce logistical steps
and that companies are actively developing formal supplier
integration programmes. Bemelmans et al. (2012, 171) con-
clude that by ‘involving suppliers in value-creation projects,
construction companies can maximise their use of the know-
ledge of suppliers in developing new products, processes or
services’. Similarly Martinsuo and Sariola (2015) studied how
component and materials suppliers can work together with
architects and structural engineers in order to offer expertise
on material selections. They also noticed that the suppliers
can influence how contractors purchase materials and their
purchasing behaviour.

A construction site resembles a temporary factory
(Bygballe and Ingemansson 2014) with at least three differ-
ent kinds of temporary supply chains: labour (i.e. contractors
and construction workers), machines and equipment (e.g.
tools, scaffolding, cranes, etc.), and materials (Cox and

Ireland 2002). Due to the temporary organising of operations
and supply chains in construction (Gosling et al. 2015), SCM
in construction must focus on coordinating the fragmented
operations, the sourcing of materials and resources to the
construction site, on coordinating materials and resources on
the construction site itself, and on coordinating return flows
from the site (Behera, Mohanty, and Prakash 2015). In this
context, Vrijhoef and Koskela (2000) describe four roles that
SCM can play to improve coordination and enhance con-
struction operations: (1) focus on the interface between the
supply chain and site activities, (2) focus on improving the
supply chain, (3) transferring site activities from the site to
the supply chain, and (4) manage the site and the supply
chain as an integrated domain. Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016)
described that a fifth role, focus on the construction site,
also is needed to fully cover both the construction supply
chain and the site.

TPL in the construction industry

Even though outsourcing activities to consultants and sub-
contractors are common in the construction industry, which
also is the main factor behind the fragmentation of the con-
struction industry, the handling of materials is traditionally
kept in-house (Cox and Ireland 2002; Miller, Packham, and
Thomas 2002). In a study by Jesper and Josephson (2005)
construction workers spent close to 15% of their working
time moving materials and equipment to the assembly area.
Sobotka and Czarnigowska (2005) notice that by outsourcing
the logistics processes, such as handling construction materi-
als, costs can be reduced. By keeping the contractors’ own
transports and storage at a minimum, and let logistics profes-
sionals manage the logistics, costs were reduced. Huttu and
Martinsuo (2015) exemplify that suppliers with their compe-
tence may be a source of value-adding services on the con-
struction site, including packaging materials in order of
installation, sequence deliveries, and scheduling just-in-time
(JIT) deliveries according to the installation process to avoid
storage of materials on the construction site. A supplier might
even go further and installing a component, instead of hav-
ing subcontractor on the construction site doing it.

In the last decade, TPL providers have started to offer spe-
cialised setups to the construction industry. These TPL pro-
viders set up dedicated and specialised construction logistics
setups on, or in the vicinity of, construction sites, thereby tak-
ing over the logistics of the construction sites and establish
structured interfaces between supply chains and construction
sites (Ekesk€ar and Rudberg 2016). In large construction proj-
ects and urban development projects, these types of out-
sourced logistics setups are often mandatory to use for all
involved actors and are often initiated by clients (large proj-
ects, see e.g. Ekesk€ar and Rudberg 2016; Sundquist, Gadde,
and Hulth�en 2018) or municipalities (urban development dis-
tricts, see e.g. Jann�e and Fredriksson 2019).

These setups are also examples of how clients and munic-
ipalities, by stating requirements on the construction indus-
try actors, innovate and attempts to adopt SCM (Havenvid
et al. 2016), in line with the suggestion of client driven
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change by Briscoe et al. (2004). However, the initiatives are
often not primarily motivated by improved logistics and to
adopt SCM, rather in order to increase sustainability or to
reduce the construction projects disturbance on third parties
and the surrounding society (cf. Hedborg Bengtsson 2019;
Sundquist, Gadde, and Hulth�en 2018). The use of TPL in
terms of construction logistics setups is a rather new phe-
nomenon and has gained some research interests during
recent years. Table 1 lists some of the recent studies that
have been made on TPL-based constructions logistics setups.

According to the studies presented in Table 1 these project-
specific and dedicated construction logistics setups operated
by TPL providers improved efficiency and productivity on the
construction sites (Allen et al. 2014; Ekesk€ar and Rudberg 2016;
Sundquist, Gadde, and Hulth�en 2018), managed to reduce cost
(Lind�en and Josephson 2013), but most importantly the TPL
providers contributed with their logistics knowledge and com-
petence (Lind�en and Josephson 2013; Ekesk€ar and Rudberg
2016; Sundquist, Gadde, and Hulth�en 2018; Jann�e and
Fredriksson 2019). The TPL provider in these types of construc-
tion logistics setups, therefore, seems to fulfil the role of the
materials coordinator advocated by Agapiou, Clausen,
et al. (1998).

All studies in Table 1 analyse construction logistics setups
with a main focus on the construction site. However,
Sundquist, Gadde, and Hulth�en (2018) is the only study that
also study how these types of construction logistics setups
affect the upstream actors of the construction supply chain.
The upstream actors do not benefit from the logistics setups as
the downstream actors working at the construction site. This is
confirmed by Dubois, Hulth�en, and Sundquist (2019) who
found that on-site construction logistics setups induced lower
efficiency in the construction supply chain compared to trad-
itional on-site logistics handling. Hence, there is a need to fur-
ther study suppliers and transport service providers and how
they are affected when logistics operations are outsourced to
TPL providers in terms of construction logistics setups.

Suppliers and transport service providers in the
construction industry

Fr€odell (2014) shows that procurement strategies are discon-
nected from how operations are performed at site, manifesting
the ineffective purchasing procedures in construction. Suppliers
and materials are typically procured on lowest price resulting

Table 1. Studies of construction logistics setups outsourced to TPL providers.

Reference Method Short summary

Lind�en and
Josephson (2013)

Comparative case study of four
construction projects.

By outsourcing the logistics and materials handling to a TPL provider on a construction site the
total cost compared to a traditional construction project can be reduced. The use of a TPL
provider also discovered hidden costs and had effects on production efficiency. Although the
use of TPL providers in construction projects were best utilised in construction projects with a
low level of uncertainty, such as residential buildings. TPL provider managed construction site
logistics reduced the risk of not having materials, damages related to storing and handling
materials, as well as not having the right equipment needed for materials handling.

Allen et al. (2014) Comparative case study of six urban
consolidation centres from an
environmental perspective.

The use of consolidation centres in construction projects can heavily reduce traffic and numbers
of vehicles arriving to the construction sites. As a consequence, there were also reductions in
vehicle queues and CO2 emissions. The consolidation centres also increased productivity on
the construction sites and were also facilitating that the construction projects finished on time.

Ekesk€ar and
Rudberg (2016)

Literature review of TPL and case
study of a large construction
project from a SCM perspective.

Identified drivers and barriers with outsourcing the construction site logistics to a TPL provider.
Found that the use of such a setup could have positive effects on productivity and efficiency
among the downstream actors working at the construction site. The studied construction
logistics setup established an interface between the project-organised construction site and
the process-driven supply chain. Furthermore, the studied found that the construction logistics
setup improved the overall logistics on the construction site compared to a traditional project.

Sundquist, Gadde, and
Hulth�en (2018)

Case study of a construction logistics
setup in a large construction
project from a network
perspective.

Outsourcing construction site logistics to a TPL provider reorganise the construction supply
chain in terms of resources and activities. The reorganising has effects on both
downstream and upstream actors of the construction supply chain. On the construction
site the reorganising changed the division of labour from contractors to the TPL provider,
and as result the efficiency of the construction workers increased. The upstream actors on
the other hand had to adjust their work in order to cope with the regulations induced by
the TPL provider. The use of specialised pallets and requirements on how materials were
to be packed caused extra work and induced extra costs for the upstream actors.

Jann�e and
Fredriksson (2019)

Case study of a construction logistics
setup in an urban development
district from a governance
perspective.

A construction consolidation centre contributes with enhanced performance and
consolidation effects. The setup should be flexible in order it to handle different kinds of
materials. However, it is important to do a stakeholder analysis and have a TPL provider
with knowledge in both logistics and construction; the aim of the construction logistics
setup should be used to indicate which competence is of most importance. Furthermore,
the TPL provider needs to have some authority and autonomy in order for logistics
operations to run smoothly. The TPL provider and the construction logistics setup should
also take the whole construction supply chain into consideration.

Hedborg
Bengtsson (2019)

Comparative case study of five
different types of construction
logistics setups from an
innovation perspective.

The use of TPL providers operating different types construction logistics setups is an ongoing
process innovation in the construction industry. Different types of construction projects
need different types of setups, and contractors and other actors are unfamiliar to work
with TPL providers. Construction logistics setups are often focussed on the downstream
actors, i.e. the contractors, and a holistic view is needed; how the construction processes
and the construction supply chain align with project specific construction logistics setups.

Ekesk€ar, Havenvid, and
Karrbom
Gustavsson (2019)

Case study of a construction logistics
setup in an urban development
district from a network
perspective.

A construction logistics setup is a service function towards the contractors. A TPL provider in
a construction logistics setup does more than coordinate and manage deliveries, it can
contribute with mitigating adversarial relationships among the contractors and facilitate
collaboration between construction project actors.
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in high total acquisition cost of materials (Agapiou, Flanagan,
et al. 1998; Vrijhoef and Koskela 2000). Vrijhoef and Koskela
(2000) exemplify that materials purchased based on lowest
price lead to very high handling and logistics costs, varying
between 40 and 250% of the materials purchase price. The
suppliers have to be flexible to cope with last minute orders
due to lack of inventory control and poor storage capacity on
the construction sites; a service appreciated by the contractors,
but involves negative consequences for the suppliers in terms
of planning their business and operations (Fr€odell 2011, 2014;
Vidalakis and Sommerville 2013). At the same time the delivery
performance of the suppliers in the construction industry is
rather poor (Thunberg and Persson 2013), which is rooted in
both the management of construction projects and in poor
supply chain planning (Thunberg and Fredriksson 2018;
Thunberg, Rudberg, and Karrbom Gustavsson 2017).

A challenge for the suppliers is to balance customer respon-
siveness and loading efficiency by consolidating deliveries to
reduce transportation costs. Transportation costs are significant
for the suppliers, therefore addressing transportation efficiency
can result in decreased costs for the suppliers and reduced
total acquisition cost of materials (Vidalakis and Sommerville
2013). Transports in the construction supply chain are typically
of two types. One type is contracts with suppliers that include
transport in the purchasing price of the material with deliveries
the day after the order is placed by a transport service pro-
vider. The consequence is that several orders can be placed by
many contractors without any coordination, resulting in several
deliveries to the same construction site. The other type of
transport is to focus on full truck loads, maximising the loading
of trucks. This often results in large quantities of materials and
unnecessary moving and handling of materials. There is also
an increased risk of the materials being forgotten or stolen
(Dubois, Hulth�en, and Sundquist 2019).

In order for the total acquisition cost to be reduced, contrac-
tors have to develop better relations with the suppliers
(Akintoye, McIntosh, and Fitzgerald 2000; Vidalakis and
Sommerville 2013). This could be done if suppliers cooperated
with designers and architects in earlier stages of construction
projects. The suppliers and manufacturers have a lot of know-
ledge about the components and possess a large innovation
potential that is not utilised (Martinsuo and Sariola 2015). There
is also a potential of letting suppliers and manufacturers per-
form value-adding services (Huttu and Martinsuo 2015), in line
with the third role of SCM in construction (Vrijhoef and Koskela
2000). However, problems in the construction supply chain
often have their origin in early stages of the construction proj-
ects and include problems related to material flow, communi-
cation and project complexities. This could be mitigated with
better planning of projects and through better cooperation
with supply chain actors (Thunberg and Fredriksson 2018;
Thunberg, Rudberg, and Karrbom Gustavsson 2017), which
affect suppliers and transport service providers no matter how
far they have come in their efforts of becoming supply chain
oriented (Bankvall et al. 2010). By involving suppliers early in
the design phase, the construction projects can take advantage
of the suppliers’ competence and reduce problems on the con-
struction site (Agapiou, Flanagan, et al. 1998; Sariola and

Martinsuo 2016; Thunberg, Rudberg, and Karrbom Gustavsson
2017; Sariola 2018; Thunberg and Fredriksson 2018).

Fr€odell (2011) found that in order to develop contractor-
supplier relationships a number of aspects must be addressed,
including trust, long-term commitment, core values, profes-
sionalism and willingness to collaboration. This is similar to
construction supply chain maturity models presented by other
scholars, which include, e.g., trust, collaboration, communica-
tion and joint objectives (Meng 2010; Meng, Sun, and Jones
2011). These suggestions echo the model by Mentzer et al.
(2001), presented in Figure 1, and Thunberg, Rudberg, and
Karrbom Gustavsson (2017) conclude that the actors in the
construction supply chain must address the antecedents of
SCO in order for SCM to be adopted in construction.

Method

Research approach

To answer the research questions, a case study approach
was used (Yin 2014) employing a single case study of suppli-
ers (manufacturers, wholesalers, and builders’ merchants)
and a transport service provider, i.e. upstream actors in the
construction supply chain. The suppliers and transport ser-
vice provider deliver to a large construction project that uti-
lised a dedicated and project-specific construction logistics
setup operated by a TPL provider to manage all the logistics
on the construction site. Figure 2 provides a schematic over-
view of the studied part of the supply chain and the actors
included in the case study. Case studies are regarded a good
method for studying new phenomena in exploratory
research (Voss 2009). The use of a single case study is moti-
vated by that the project is revelatory (Yin 2014; Eisenhardt
and Graebner 2007) and offered a unique opportunity for in-
depth understanding of a construction logistics setup out-
sourced to a TPL provider and how it affects suppliers and
transport service providers (Eisenhardt 1989; Flyvbjerg 2006;
Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007).

The suppliers and the transport service provider included
in the study represent different types of upstream actors in
the construction project supply chain, including deliveries of
both project-specific and generic types of materials. The
studied actors are divided into four categories: manufacturers
(MFs), wholesalers (WSs), builders’ merchants (BMs) and
transport service provider (TP), as indicated in Figure 2.
Table 2 provides an overview of the upstream actors
participating in the case study.

Data collection and analysis

Data have been collected during a period of 2.5 years,
between autumn 2013 and spring 2015. The primary data
sources have been a total of 14 semi-structured interviews.
The interviews have been carried out with managers at the
client (two interviews), managers at the TPL provider (three
interviews) and with managers at the suppliers and transport
service provider (nine interviews). The interviews typically
lasted between 1 and 1.5 h, and when necessary clarifications
and follow-up questions were asked by e-mail or by phone.
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All interviews were based on an interview guide concerning
the topics of logistics operations in general and in construc-
tion projects, the specific project and the construction logis-
tics setup used in the project, as well as effects the
respondents had experienced as a result of the construction
logistics setups. Table 3 is a summary of the interview guide,
illustrating the interview themes and key issues that were
discussed. The interview guide was adapted to each

respondent, who also brought up additional topics of
their own.

Observations and site visits were also an important data
source in order to understand how materials and orders were
handled, loaded and unloaded by the different upstream
actors. In addition, secondary data sources included review of
project documents (including internal policies, meeting proto-
cols and external project audits), information on actors’

Table 2. Description of suppliers and transport service providers participating in the case study.

Company Description Means of transportation Additional information

MF1 Designer and manufacturer of lighting installations. Buys transport service from TP. Only address business-to-business markets
MF2 Small manufacturer of steel doors for entrances. Use a transportation consultant who

procured a haulier.
MF3 Manufacturer of ventilation systems, ventilation

shafts, etc.
Buys transport from a

contracted haulier.
MF4 Large manufacturer of prefabricated

concrete elements.
Buys transport from a

contracted haulier.
Is also a contractor in the construction

project, hence ‘deliver to themselves’.
WS1 Large supplier of products in heating/sanitation,

ground pipes for water and sewage, tools,
cooling, etc.

Delivers in own trucks. Plans on starting up services similar to the
TPL provider.

WS2 Large supplier of products in heating and
sanitation, electricity and tools.

Buys transport service from TP. Offers TPL services to construction, such as
materials handling.

BM1 Local franchiser to a large builders’ merchant. Delivers in own trucks. Address both professional and
consumer markets

BM2 Local franchiser to a large chain of
builders’ merchants.

Delivers in own trucks. Address both professional and
consumer markets

TP Large (global) transport service provider. – Plans on starting up TPL services specialised
towards the construction industry.

TP

WS1

MF2

MF3

MF4

MF1

Manufacturers Wholesalers
Transport service 

provider
Contractors

Third-party
logistics provider

Builders’
merchants

TPL

The studied system

BM1

WS2

BM2

Main contractor

Subcontractor

Subcontractor

Subcontractor

…

Figure 2. A schematic overview of the supply chain actors and the studied system.

Table 3. Structure of the interview guide with themes and key issues discussed.

Interview themes Key issues discussed

1. General information about the
respondent and the company

Professional background of the respondent.
Respondents role in the company and the specific project if relevant.
General information about the company that the respondent represented.

2. Logistics operations Importance of logistics, internal discussion on logistics, differences between construction and other industry
sectors, responsibility for logistics in construction projects

3. Information about the
specific project

Customers in the project, duration of involvement, communication and information on construction logistics
setup, online planning tool, comparison between studied project and other typical construction project

4. The construction logistics setup
used in the construction project

Experience of construction logistics setups, expectations, possible improvements of construction logistics in the
project and of the logistics setup, strengths and weaknesses, feedback, relationships between involved actors
in the supply chain

5. Experienced effects of the
construction logistics setup

Effects on business model, experience over time, changed behaviour of contractors, number of orders and
deliveries, the lack of terminal for storage, costs, ordering and delivery process, delivery hours
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webpages, informal conversations, and master thesis reports.
See Table 4 for summary of case study information.

The aim of all research is to build new theory (Meredith
1993) and an explorative study can be seen as the first step
towards building new theory by providing conceptual descrip-
tion, philosophical conceptualisation as well as taxonomies
and typologies (Meredith 1993). Meredith (2001) suggests that
theory-building is an iterative process in three steps that starts
with description and explanation of the studied phenomenon,
building of conceptual constructs and models, and ends with
verification and validation of the models. The iterative process
continues over and over until the models are refined and can
be presented as new theory. However, since this study is of
explorative nature, we do not claim nor aim to present nei-
ther validated conceptual models nor new theory. The aim is
to describe and explain a new phenomenon and can be seen
as the initial step in the iteration process towards new theory.

The analysis of the collected data was done through a
conceptual analysis. In conceptual analysis it is common to
combine empirical and analytical research approaches to
provide new insights into a new phenomenon through
logical reasoning (Wacker 1998). In the analysis the collected
data is analysed by comparing the upstream actors’ different
perspectives on the attitudes towards the use of TPL (RQ1)
and experienced effects from using a TPL provider in a con-
struction project (RQ2). The suppliers’ and transport service
provider’s level of supply chain orientation (RQ3) is also ana-
lysed. Finally, although the single case study only provides a
limited data set, an attempt to investigate the possible mod-
erating effects from the attitudes (RQ1) and the level of SCO
(RQ3) on the experienced effects (RQ2) is investigated. A
similar attempt is also made concerning the relation between
the attitudes (RQ1) and the level of SCO (RQ3).

In practice, the analysis has been done through coding
and interpretation of interviews and other data sources.
Regarding attitudes and effects, the data is based on the
respondents’ answers. The level of SCO is assessed based on
a combination of interviews and other data sources and
thereafter interpreted as to how the data compares to the
eight antecedents needed to have an SCO (Mentzer et al.
2001). Both authors have been involved in the analysis, and
the coding and interpretation of data have been an iterative
process in the analysis phase of the study.

Case description

In the construction project, several contractors were working
alongside the fully operative hospital, inducing thousands of
transports to and from the construction site. Due to the large
amount of deliveries and the complex environment with a
fully operative hospital, the client decided to outsource the
logistics and materials handling to a TPL provider specialised
towards the construction industry; the main driving force
was to not disturb hospital operations.

The TPL provider set up a project-specific logistics setup
that was mandatory to use for all contractors involved in the
construction project. To avert the traffic and keep them from
disturbing the hospital operations and ambulance traffic, all
deliveries were directed to a checkpoint operated by the TPL
provider. Gatekeepers posted around the site made sure that
no deliveries entered without permission and that no ambu-
lances were held up. During daytime, only some special
arranged deliveries, and deliveries with materials for the
loadbearing structure, such as concrete reinforcements and
prefabricated concrete elements, were allowed to enter the
construction site. All other materials used in the construction
project were brought in between 4 pm and midnight by the
TPL provider when the contractors had stopped working for
the day.

The TPL provider established directives for deliveries, such
as maximum pallet size and weight, packaging and labelling
of arriving materials. The TPL provider did not have any con-
tact with the suppliers; it was up to the contractors to inform
their suppliers of the directives on how the materials were to
be delivered. The contractors were not allowed to store
more materials than what was needed for immediate pro-
duction at the site. Figure 3 shows the prescribed process of
how materials were ordered and delivered to the construc-
tion site. A contractor placed an order at their supplier, then
the contractor booked the planned delivery in an online
planning tool provided by the TPL provider no later than
five days before the delivery was planned to arrive.
Simultaneously they booked how long the time slot for
unloading should be, information about the delivery (e.g.
number of pallets, size of pallets, type of material, etc.) and
resources needed to unload the delivery (e.g. forklifts or
cranes). Neither the suppliers nor the transport service pro-
viders had access to the online planning tool; it was up to

Table 4. Case study information.

Case

What Stage 1 of the refurbishment project of the university hospital in Link€oping.
Where Link€oping, Sweden
Focus TPL provider and the upstream actors
When Data collected between autumn 2013 and spring 2015.
How Case study
a) Interviews 14 semi-structured interviews with managers from the client, the TPL provider, the transport service provider as

well as the suppliers.
b) Observations and site visits Participatory observations at 2 coordination meetings between the TPL provider and the contractors.

Observation at TP’s terminal in Link€oping.
Observation at WS1’s headquarters and central warehouse.
Observation at WS2’s local as well as central warehouse.
Observation at MF1’s production facility.

c) Documentation Work disposition plans, meeting protocols, audit report of construction logistics setup, information brochure of
the construction logistics setup, etc.

d) Other Information on actors’ webpages, informal meetings, coffee breaks, master thesis reports, etc.
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the contractors to inform their suppliers of when (both date
and time slot) the deliveries were to arrive. The suppliers in
turn had to notify the contractors when the deliveries were
on route together with relevant information such as the
number of pallets.

When the delivery had approximately 30min left until
arrival, the driver of the delivery notified the TPL provider
who then could act on the information, e.g. hold the delivery
if there was an ambulance incoming or any problems in pro-
duction that could cause problems with accepting incoming
goods. When the delivery arrived, the TPL provider inspected
the material and logged any deficiencies. For daytime deliv-
eries, the TPL provider directed the delivery trucks to the
right unloading location. For deliveries arriving after 4 pm,
personnel from the TPL provider unloaded and delivered the
material to the contractors’ workstations. Finally, the TPL pro-
vider notified the contractor that the delivery had arrived,
any deficiencies, and that the materials were delivered.

Case study findings

Manufacturers

All of the manufacturers (MF1-4) were either positive or neu-
tral to the use of a dedicated construction logistics setup in
the construction project. However, they had opinions on the
particular setup used in the studied construction project. The
construction logistics setup with deliveries at evenings and
strict policies was perceived to benefit the contractors rather
than the manufacturers. MF4 was the manufacturer of the
prefabricated concrete elements used for the loadbearing
structure and also the contractor responsible for the load-
bearing structure, hence they ‘delivered to themselves’. All of
their deliveries arrived during daytime at a very early stage
in the project and they did not utilise any of the materials
handling services the construction logistics setup provided.

All manufacturers highlighted the lack of a terminal for
interim storage in the construction logistics setup, however,
all manufacturers except MF3 arranged interim storages (by
themselves, at their suppliers, or through their transport ser-
vice provider). Both MF2 and MF3 expressed discontent with

deliveries in the evenings, since it forced them to change
their business models, which induced extra costs. Deliveries
after 4 pm are not industry standard, which limited the possi-
bility for their transport service providers to find alternative
goods to load their vehicles on the return route. MF2 also
expressed that the prescribed order process was not ideal,
e.g. MF2 had to contact the contractor when they were
ready to deliver, then the contractor could book a timeslot
in the online planning tool, and then had to notify MF2
when to deliver. MF1 recognised positive effects and esti-
mated that the construction logistics setup saved costs
thanks to the well-defined policies and from possibilities to
track orders and deliveries.

All manufacturers discussed and recognised logistics as an
important issue to deal with in the construction industry. Slot
times and dedicated logistics setups were something the man-
ufacturers had encountered before and predicted to be more
common in the future. Their past experience made them con-
tact the TPL provider before the construction project start-up
to get necessary information on the construction logistics
setup. MF3 was open for developing their business model in
order to adapt to a new paradigm, and would have liked to
see increased knowledge of SCM in the industry at large.

Wholesalers

The wholesalers (WS1-2) were positive to the construction
logistics setup and highlighted the dedicated resources used
for unloading deliveries. They could trust that materials were
taken care of in a proper manner, something they were not
used to in the construction industry. Both wholesalers con-
tacted the TPL provider at an early stage in the project to be
informed about the setup of the construction logistics setup
used in the project. WS1 used experience from other con-
struction logistics setups and reassured their customers that
the construction logistics setup in the project would not
affect their service level or commitments towards them.

The two wholesalers worked differently with deliveries.
WS1 delivered in own trucks and used a local warehouse to
consolidate their deliveries. WS2 bought both daytime and
evening transports from TP, with whom they had a close col-
laboration. The ‘slotted’ delivery plan and evening deliveries
induced extra costs for both wholesalers. The extra costs were
forwarded to the contractors who were not prepared that the
construction logistics setup would induce extra costs on
them. WS2 expressed that the construction logistics setup
caused extra planning for all parties involved, resulting in that
the contractors made fewer last-minute orders. This enabled
the wholesalers to plan ahead with their suppliers as well.

Both WS1 and WS2 were actively working with logistics
management and used it in their marketing strategies. Their
business models were to sell a whole concept and solve the
materials delivery as smoothly as possible so that the con-
tractors can focus on production. WS2 was open with that
they are not the cheapest supplier but emphasised that the
contractors must look at total acquisition cost and not on
price when purchasing materials. Both wholesalers also
offered construction logistics setups of their own with

Supplier TPL Con-
tractor

4. Delivery to 
checkpoint

1. Order
2. Booking in 

online planning 
toolFlow of 

material

Flow of 
information

6. Notification of 
delivered material

3. Notification
(30 minutes prior to 

arrival) 5a. Direct delivery to unloading 
point

5b. Delivery of materials to work 
station by the TPL provider

Figure 3. The prescribed process of ordering, booking and delivering materials
to the construction project (Ekesk€ar and Rudberg 2016). The numbers indicate
in which order the activities occur.
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materials handling. At the same time, they had adapted to
the construction industry culture and accepted last-minute
orders with express delivery.

Builders’ merchants

Both builders’ merchants (BM1-2) expressed that the TPL
setup was well defined and easy to follow, leading to a better
than average construction project when it came to logistics.
They had both daytime and evening deliveries and noticed
that the contractors were able to add last-minute orders to
be delivered the same day, as long as they had a booked
timeslot. Their main concerns were detailed parts of the con-
struction logistics setup, such as the size of the checkpoint
and the rigidity in the online planning tool concerning that
orders had to be placed five days ahead of delivery. Both
builders’ merchants also considered that some of the policies
stipulated by the TPL provider where counterproductive from
a total project perspective. The policies according to the
builders’ merchants rather guaranteed efficient operations for
the TPL provider than for the construction project.

Both builders’ merchants adapted their business models
to be able to serve the construction project as profitable as
possible by minimising the number of deliveries. Deliveries
during the evenings were new to them and induced extra
costs. The profit margins from materials were already low
and deliveries were charged at a fixed price. However, BM1
was able to charge extra for evening deliveries. Both build-
ers’ merchants were forced to have time buffers on deliveries
due to queues and waiting times at the checkpoint, which
also had ripple effects on deliveries to other construction
projects they supplied. Both builders’ merchants stated that
there were fewer deliveries than usual for comparable proj-
ects and that the hedging on materials was down to 10%
instead of normal 20%, which they attributed to better plan-
ning by the contractors as a result of the directives of the
construction logistics setup.

The builders’ merchants perceived themselves as key play-
ers in the construction supply chain, functioning as materials
storage for the contractors. Their role was to serve the con-
struction projects so that the contractors and construction
workers could focus on production. They served the industry
by being flexible and able to deliver last-minute orders in own
trucks with cranes, able unload themselves and did therefore
not need any extra resources for unloading. They did also
express that it would be an advantage if architects and design-
ers involved them in earlier stages of construction projects to
better utilise their knowledge about materials’ standards.

Transport service provider

The transport service provider (TP) was positive to the con-
struction logistics setup, but in their opinion the construction
logistics setup could have been better. Instead of a small
checkpoint placed at the construction site, they advocated
for a larger terminal further away from the construction site,
with trucks and trailers feeding the construction project with
consolidated deliveries. They perceived the construction

logistics setup as too complicated, with materials first
arriving to TP’s terminal and then to be delivered to the
construction project. TP was also negative towards the fact
that several contractors had made deals with small transport
service providers that often found ways to sidestep the rigid
policies. In their view, these deals undermined the construc-
tion logistics setup and favoured the smaller transport ser-
vice providers.

The use of the construction logistics setup made TP’s
work easier to perform compared to traditional construction
projects, especially in terms of the dedicated resources for
unloading and the well-defined policies on how deliveries
were to be made. However, because the timeslots were
booked with the suppliers by the contractors, TP were not
able to consolidate and optimise the loading of the trucks
and had to deliver several times a day. Also, if they noticed
that the booked time slots were not adjusted to the actual
number of pallets, they themselves could not book, or adjust,
the time slots or the delivery information in the on-line plan-
ning tool. In total, TP considered that due to the large num-
ber of deliveries, the construction logistics setup induced a
small increase in their profit.

TP had long experience of working with the construction
industry and actively tried to reform the industry. One
example was their own effort of using their terminals as a
construction logistics setup of their own. They had a close col-
laboration with WS2 and together with them they visited con-
structions sites and planned for suitable areas for unloading.

Case analysis

The case analysis is structured according to the three
research questions and is then summarised in Table 5.

Attitudes towards the use of TPL

In the study by Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016), analysing the
same construction logistics setup from a contractor and

Table 5. Attitudes towards, and effects from, the construction logistics setup,
as well as the level of SCO.

MF1 MF2 MF3 MF4 WS1 WS2 BM1 BM2 TP

RQ1: Attitude þ 0 0 þ þ þ þ þ þ
RQ2: Effects

Cost – þ þ þ þ þ þ þ –
Planning – þ þ þ þ þ þ þ N/A
Waste of materials N/A þ N/A N/A N/A N/A – – N/A
No. of deliveries 0 0 0 0 0 0 – – þ

RQ3: SCO 4 1 2 1 8 8 4 4 8
Trust � � � � � �
Commitment � � � � � � �
Interdependency � � � � � �

Organisational compatibility � � �
Vision � � � � � � � � �
Key processes � � �
Leader � � �
Top management support � � �

þ is either positive attitude or increase, 0 is neutral attitude, – is negative atti-
tude or decrease, N/A is Not available (lack of data, or no opinion from the
respondents). Numbers 1–8 denote the level of SCO, where 1 is low and 8 is
high, based on the antecedents defined in Mentzer et al. (2001). � indicate
that the investigated company are assessed to have addressed the issue.
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client perspective, contractors argued that suppliers and
transport providers were negative to the construction logis-
tics setup. However, taking the perspective of suppliers and
transport service providers give a different notion. None of
the studied supply chain actors were negative towards the
construction logistics setup; however, they had opinions
about it. These opinions can be traced back to how the con-
struction logistics setup was set up. JIT deliveries are becom-
ing more common in the construction industry, but
deliveries during evenings and nights are not common. This
caused extra work for the suppliers in the form of extra plan-
ning. It could also induce extra costs if the transport service
provider a supplier used could not find any goods
to backhaul.

The time regulation of booking deliveries in the online
planning tool five days prior to arrival caused annoyance
among the suppliers and the transport service provider. They
did not expect the regulations to be as strict as they were
and they also lacked the possibility to book deliveries by
themselves and therefore had to go through the contractors.
All suppliers considered that the TPL provider should have
been more flexible and that they should have focussed more
on aiding the construction work made on site.

The regulations on how to pack materials were also in
certain cases deemed as inflexible. As an example, MF3 deliv-
ered long ventilation shafts that needed specialised pallets.
At first it was not possible for the TPL provider to send the
pallets back to MF3, which would have meant that MF3 had
been forced to manufacture new pallets for every delivery.
However, MF3 and the TPL provider managed to resolve
this issue.

MF2 and MF3 had a more neutral attitude towards the
construction logistics setup compared to the other compa-
nies participating in the study that were positive. The reason
behind their neutral attitude is linked to their position in the
supply chain. They are the two companies furthest away
from the construction site and therefore interact the least
with the construction logistics setup of the nine interviewed
companies. Their focus as manufacturers is on their products.
They are used to traditional construction projects where they
can deliver their products with as little effort as possible.

Experienced effects from the use of TPL

The judgement on experienced effects derives directly from
what the respondents reported in the interviews. Therefore,
the effects are only based on the respondents’ opinions. The
most significant effects of the construction logistics setup for
the suppliers and the transport provider are the increased
costs as well as increased planning efforts. However, in many
cases the increased costs were forwarded to the contractors
and therefore the impact can be said to be moderate. The
increased planning efforts are hard to judge, since they can
be both positive and negative for the suppliers. Since the
construction logistics setup introduced new delivery proce-
dures compared to what the suppliers are used to, an
increase in planning efforts can be seen as a logical conse-
quence. If the planning has led to decreased number of

deliveries, less last-minute orders and decreased waste, then
it is a clear positive effect.

BM1 and BM2 report that there was a significant reduc-
tion in waste of materials. The builders’ merchants sell typical
standardised construction materials such as drywalls, nails,
wood, etc. These types of construction materials are used in
most construction projects wherefore the builders’ merchants
can compare the amount of construction materials ordered
and delivered. The exact reduction has to be considered
with care since this information is not checked with the con-
tractors. MF2 reported an increase in waste of materials. This
is traced back to a delivery that got lost somewhere in the
delivery process and MF2 had to cover the cost by them-
selves. However, even if this may be caused by a delivery
process that MF2 is not used to, it is hard to directly pin the
loss of material as caused by the construction logistics setup.

Both builders’ merchants report a reduction in the num-
ber of deliveries to the construction site. This is partly caused
by the reduction in waste of materials, i.e. less material deliv-
ered means fewer deliveries. BM1 also changed their busi-
ness model due to the size of the construction project and
arranged so that all deliveries were made from the central
warehouse. They also made sure to co-load as many deliv-
eries as possible. BM2 arranged it so that when their trans-
port provider was about to deliver plasterboards directly
from the manufacturer, the transport provider also stopped
by the warehouse and picked up additional materials that
were to be delivered. TP report an increase in the number of
deliveries compared to a traditional construction project.
However, in the studied construction project many suppliers
utilised TP’s terminal as an interim storage and TP had daily
deliveries to the construction site. Both MF1 and WS2 are
examples of companies that utilised TP in this way. Some of
those deliveries were allowed to enter during daytime and
TP then delivered the material to the checkpoint and the
contractors had to go there by themselves to pick it up. The
increase in deliveries was not of a direct concern for TP; on
the contrary it is within their core business and more deliv-
eries meant that they could bill more.

Other types of experienced effects are traced back to the
organising of the construction logistics setup. As depicted in
Figure 3, the TPL provider did not have any contact with the
suppliers, apart from meetings with some of the suppliers in
the start-up of the construction project. The suppliers per-
ceived this as cumbersome and it would have been easier if
they had access to the TPL provider’s online booking system.
This can be interpreted as increased bureaucracy.
Furthermore, did the lack of a terminal induce some of the
other effects, such as increased cost since several suppliers
had to manage own warehouses for interim storage.

The level of SCO

Within the limits of relatively few interviews and the single
case setting, the evaluation is based on the eight antece-
dents identified in Mentzer et al. (2001). Assessing the suppli-
ers’ and the transport service provider’s level of SCO, i.e.
how many antecedents they have addressed, provide an
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estimation of their readiness towards the adoption of SCM,
which is based on information from the interviews. It is the
level of SCO that is of interest as a measurement of SCM
maturity level, not what specific antecedent each company is
considered to have addressed. However, all participating sup-
pliers and the transport service provider are considered to
have addressed vision in their progress of becoming supply
chain oriented. This assessment is based on that all partici-
pating companies express that they consider logistics to
be important.

WS1, WS2 and TP are considered to have high levels of
SCO and to have addressed all eight antecedents, a result of
their work with reforming the construction industry. Logistics
and timely deliveries are core competences for these compa-
nies, wherefore they actively try to introduce SCM in the
industry. An example of this is that all three companies
already provide or are developing construction logistics set-
ups of their own. Similarly, BM1 and BM2 regard logistics
important, but their product portfolio is rather standardised
and their willingness to serve the contractors limits their
ambitions concerning logistics. Since both builders’ mer-
chants are local franchisers of larger chains, they are too
small to be proactive and the profit margins of standardised
construction materials are also low. This hampers them in
the procurement negotiations with the contractors since
they are afraid of losing the contractors as customers. They
have become victims of the traditional culture in the con-
struction industry.

The manufacturers tend to have a low level of SCO and
are also furthest from the construction site in the construc-
tion supply chain. Hence, they are very product oriented and
not aware of logistics problems at site, with the exception of
MF4 who also is a contractor that makes the assessment of
MF4’s level of SCO more complicated. The manufacturers
also leave the responsibility for delivery and logistics to the
transport service providers, wherefore SCM is not at the core
of their business. One exception is MF1 who designs prod-
ucts specifically for each project and was therefore more
involved in the construction process, leading to that they
also focus more on logistics issues and are considered to
have a higher level of SCO.

Summary of analysis

Table 5 provides a summary of the findings in the case study
categorised by the corresponding RQs. From Table 5 it can
be identified that companies with a positive attitude towards
the construction logistics setup have been assessed to have
a higher level of SCO, except for MF4. However, since MF4 is
also a contractor, their positive attitude can be traced back
to how the construction logistics setup has worked in their
favour at the construction site. All companies in the study
express that the construction logistics setup focuses more on
the construction site and therefore is of greater benefit for
the contractors.

All the companies with a positive attitude worked closely
with the construction logistics setup and saw the benefits it
can have. Companies with a higher level of SCO will more

likely have a positive attitude towards logistics and SCM ini-
tiatives. The positive attitudes towards the construction logis-
tics setup can also be derived from how the construction
logistics setup did bridge the supply chain and the construc-
tion site. There were always resources available to receive
the arriving deliveries and the companies could feel secure
about them being taken care of in a proper manner. MF2
and MF3 were too far away from the construction site and
could not experience how the construction logistics setup
established an interface between the construction site and
the supply chain. They were not used to the extent of regu-
lations on how and when to deliver materials and this
affected their attitude towards the setup. However, at least
MF3 was open to change their business model to adapt to
logistics setups in the future, which meant that the construc-
tion logistics setup did affect their perception of SCM and
logistics setups.

The attitude towards the construction logistics setup and
the level SCO do not affect the experienced effects per se.
As an example, most suppliers experience increased costs
despite if they have a positive attitude or what their level of
SCO is. However, the attitude may affect how the suppliers
and TP perceive the experienced effects. A company with
negative attitude will most likely view effects such as
increased cost as troublesome. This will in turn strengthen
the company’s negative attitude towards the construction
logistics setup. The increased cost and planning efforts
induced by the setup did not obstruct most of the suppliers’
attitude towards the construction logistics setup. On the con-
trary increased planning was often seen as good and as a
consequence of the contractors increased planning. The
increased cost could many times be forwarded to the con-
tractors and did therefore not affect them that much. A
higher level of SCO can also bring an understanding that it
is not the cost itself that is important or a problem. The cost
is rather a price that has to be paid in order for the success
of the construction logistics setup and for the actors in the
supply chain to share. WS1 and WS2 are good examples of
how a high level of SCO inflicts how they perceive the expe-
rienced effects. Their high level of SCO is manifested in their
business model; they are not the cheapest suppliers and
they sell a whole concept. This can inflict higher costs and
increased planning, but instead it brings benefits for their
customers and other actors in their supply chains.

Discussion

The following section discusses the attitudes and experi-
enced effects, the supply chain orientation and the possibil-
ity of a TPL provider to act as a systems integrator in the
construction supply chain.

Attitudes and experienced effects

The construction logistics setup established an interface
between the supply chain and the construction site (Vrijhoef
and Koskela’s (2000) first role), which was also found in
Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016). However, the suppliers found
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the construction logistics setup to benefit the contractors
more and it was therefore in some cases found to be cum-
bersome to use. This is consistent with the conclusions in
Sundquist, Gadde, and Hulth�en (2018) and Dubois, Hulth�en,
and Sundquist (2019). The TPL provider should have included
the suppliers and transport providers more in the process of
determining the delivery process, policies and regulation. In
such a case the experienced effects, presented in Table 5,
might have been different. The suppliers could then prepare
their work better and thereby avoid the extra costs. The
need to integrate the construction logistics setup with
upstream tiers is important in order for more suppliers to
see the benefits with them. As a logistics partnership it
should benefit all participating parties as far as possible. A
construction logistics setup with the possibility to store
materials, such as the ones reported by Hedborg Bengtsson
(2019) and Jann�e and Fredriksson (2019), would probably
have reduced some of the critique regarding these issues.

Three of the studied companies (WS1, WS2 and TP) have,
or are developing, construction logistics setups aimed for the
construction industry. This indicates that logistics are at the
core of their businesses and that they have identified a need
for dedicated and specialised construction logistics setups in
the construction industry. It is reasonable to assume that a
supplier driven construction logistics setup would be differ-
ent compared to the setup in this study in that it would
focus more on the supply chain rather than on the construc-
tion site. Thereby it would fulfil the second role described by
Vrijhoef and Koskela (2000). However, there are issues with a
supplier driven construction logistics setup that must be
resolved, such as how it would handle deliveries from other
suppliers and direct competitors.

As shown in Lind�en and Josephson (2013), Sobotka and
Czarnigowska (2005) and Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016) costs
can be reduced when the logistics handling is outsourced.
However, these studies focus on the contractor perspective
and show that the contractors experienced total costs effect
depends very much on how well they manage to exploit the
possible benefits from the construction logistics setup. The
effects should also be considered on an aggregated level,
taking the effect on total acquisition cost for the suppliers
and transport service providers into account and thereby
include the entire supply chain.

Increased costs and planning are the most common expe-
rienced effects for the upstream actors. Ekesk€ar and Rudberg
(2016) report that construction logistics setups lead to
increased planning, that in turn lead to a positive outcome
for the contractors in the form of reductions in workforce.
An increase in planning is to be expected when the
upstream actors have to adapt to new way of working. If it
led to positive outcomes is inconclusive, but it probably con-
tributed to reducing costs. Taking a supply chain perspective
Vidalakis and Sommerville (2013) show that the cost of trans-
portation is a large expense for the suppliers and it is there-
fore in their interest to reduce the number of transports and
make them more efficient, which should be taken into
account when setting up a construction logistics setup.

Supply chain orientation

The participating companies in this study were divided into
four categories: manufacturers, wholesalers, builders’ mer-
chants and transport service provider. The level of SCO has
been found to be different for the different categories with
largest varieties for the manufacturers. The manufacturers
are very different companies in terms of products, economic
power and organisational compatibility. All of them focus on
their products first and logistics is a secondary concern. A
common denominator between the manufacturers in this
study is that they all deliver unique, non-standardised prod-
ucts. All these factors can partly explain the manufacturers’
different levels of SCO.

Logistics is the core business for transport service pro-
viders and for a very large transport service provider such as
TP who provide several logistics services it would be peculiar
if they did not have a high level of SCO. However, not all
transport service providers are as large as TP and in the con-
struction industry several smaller transport service providers
are used. For them a high level of SCO is not necessarily as
important as it is for TP.

The wholesalers also had a very high level of SCO. This is
a result of their efforts towards SCM and logistics. They strive
to change how the construction industry works with order-
ing and supplying materials and more and more of the
orders they receive are made online. Both WS1 and WS2 also
deliver materials to other industry sectors than construction
and many of those industries have come further in the adop-
tion of SCM and logistics compared to the construction
industry. This affected WS1 and WS2 in a positive direction
towards SCM. Where the wholesalers use their size and
experience from other industries as leverage, do the lack of
size and experience from other industries the opposite for
the builders’ merchants. They are local franchisers and supply
construction projects with standardised materials, wherefore
they work closely with the contractors. However, the compe-
tition between different builders’ merchants is fierce and the
profit margins are low. Hence, they have to offer last minute
orders and other services to the contractors in order to be
competitive (Vidalakis and Sommerville 2013; Fr€odell 2014).
This hinders them from addressing all the eight antecedents
if the contractors are not willing to do the same.

Altogether the suppliers and transport service provider
can be said to have a rather high level of SCO indicating
that they have a willingness to address the necessary issues
needed to adopt SCM (Mentzer et al. 2001). This is also sup-
ported by the general positive attitude towards the construc-
tion logistics setup.

TPL provider as a systems integrator

The construction logistics setup was clearly designed to
benefit the construction project and the actors working at
the construction site. However, as emphasised by Ekesk€ar
and Rudberg (2016) a construction logistics setup is a sup-
port function to a construction project, but could also act as
a supply chain integrator and materials coordinator
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(Agapiou, Clausen, et al. 1998). The TPL provider in this case
had a golden opportunity to take the role of a supply chain
integrator and a materials coordinator (Agapiou, Clausen,
et al. 1998), thereby facilitating the fourth role of SCM in
construction (Vrijhoef and Koskela 2000).

The TPL provider’s level of SCO is also something that
needs to be discussed and studied further. For instance, it is
clear that it was not committed to include the upstream tiers
based on how the construction logistics setup was organised.
It is also doubtful that it had organisational capability of
doing that. However, that may come down to how the con-
struction industry is organised; in temporary organisations
and as a loosely coupled system with small or no interaction
between actors and projects (Dubois and Gadde 2002).

Furthermore, the incentive for the client in this study to
outsource the construction logistics, was not to improve
SCM nor to integrate the supply chain actors. It was to avoid
disturbance of the hospital’s operations and in this aspect
the construction logistics setup was a success. However, cli-
ents have to realise that such initiatives will affect the all
actors of the supply chain; by addressing the antecedents of
becoming supply chain oriented, construction logistics set-
ups will more likely benefit both the construction project as
well as the construction supply chain.

The construction logistics setup in this case mainly
focussed on establishing an interface between the supply
chain and the construction site in accordance with Vrijhoef
and Koskela’s (2000) first role and also on logistics at the
construction site, which Ekesk€ar and Rudberg (2016) identi-
fied as an additional role for logistics and SCM to play in
construction.

Conclusions

With the exception of Sundquist, Gadde, and Hulth�en (2018),
previous studies on construction logistics setups outsourced
to TPL providers (see Table 1) have mainly focussed on the
downstream tiers, i.e. the contractors and the other actors
on the construction site. This study has turned the perspec-
tive by focussing only on the upstream tiers and contributes
with insight on the upstream tiers’ attitudes and experiences
from a construction logistics setup. Since TPL can be seen as
a logistics partnership (Skjoett-Larsen 2000) it is natural to
also include the upstream tiers. This is mainly a critique
against the contractors and the TPL provider that do need to
integrate suppliers and transport providers more. The sharing
of risks and rewards are one of the key components of SCM
(Mentzer et al. 2001).

The three research questions that were developed from
the purpose are answered in Table 5 and the following dis-
cussion. The suppliers and transport service providers have in
this study been found to be positive towards construction
logistics setups as an improvement of the logistics in the con-
struction industry (RQ1). The experience effects (RQ2) differs
between the different actors in the supply chain, but are in
general positive. Similarly, also the level of supply chain orien-
tation (RQ3) also differ between the actors, but the study
reveals that upstream actors in the supply chain generally are

more mature when it comes to logistics and SCM than what
the downstream actors are (i.e. contractors and clients).

Contribution with study

The main contribution with this study is that it provides
knowledge of how construction logistics setups operated by
TPL providers affect upstream actors. This study shows that
the upstream actors are positive towards construction logis-
tics setups, despite that the effects seems to benefit the
downstream actors, i.e. clients and contractors, rather than
the upstream actors. The study also shows that the TPL pro-
vider fails to become a systems integrator if the upstream
actors in the supply chain is not integrated in the construc-
tion logistics setup.

Furthermore, the study shows that the upstream actors
generally have a rather high level of SCO and are therefore
well prepared to initiatives that rely on SCM principles. The
upstream actors also appear to be more mature when it
comes to logistics and SCM. Even though the assessment of
the suppliers’ level of SCO must be treated with care and
within the limits of generalisability of this study. The positive
attitude together with a high maturity of SCM is something
that enables for developing these kinds of setups further,
together with suppliers and transport service providers, utilis-
ing their competence as suggested by Huttu and Martinsuo
(2015) and Martinsuo and Sariola (2015).

Limitations and ideas for future research

The methodological choices made in this study have implica-
tions on generalisability. The study is grounded in a single
case study of a construction project. It is therefore difficult to
state that the findings will apply to other contexts. However,
the single case study offered a unique opportunity to study
the phenomenon of dedicated and project specific construc-
tion logistics setups operated by TPL providers and how they
affect the upstream actors of the supply chain. Other studies
of similar logistics setups are however needed in order to
verify the results.

Furthermore, the analysis is a conceptual analysis and the
data collection methods have been qualitative. This means
that reported effects and level of SCO are based on the
authors’ interpretation of the interviews and other data sour-
ces. Further studies are needed in order to confirm how
these types of construction logistics setups affect the
upstream actors and how they deal with SCO in order to
adopt SCM.

The client’s responsibility as the initiator of the construc-
tion logistics setup also has to be considered. The client has
to realise that initiatives such as outsourcing logistics on the
construction site to a TPL provider will affect the actors in
the construction supply chain. Further studies on the clients’
strategic intent and how clients consider the implications for
both the project as well as the extended network is needed.
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